
March 16, 2001

Ms. Gayle Marrs-Smith
Bureau of Land Management
4765 Vegas Drive
Las Vegas, Nevada 89108

Dear Gayle,

This letter is to summarize the findings of Ms -------- and myself regarding wild burro use in the
Gold Butte Herd Management Area.

Ms ------ and I surveyed the Gold Butte HMA on April 3 and 4, 2001. On the first day we left
Las Vegas and made our first field exam at Horse Spring. This spring, though outside the HMA,
has often received burro use in the past. On this visit there was no sign of burro use at the spring
or in the vicinity of the spring. There was water at the spring source but the pipeline to the
exclosure appeared to be in disrepair. A white PVC pipe extending from the source and running
down the wash was broken and the ground was damp. The collection box was working and water
was running out through a pipe as it should. However, I don't if the PVC pipeline was the line in
which water was suppose to piped to the exclosure or not. The gate at the exclosure was
deliberately opened. We closed the gate upon leaving the site.

We attempted to visit Quail Spring in Quail Spring Wash but the road into the canyon was
washed out and impassable near the bottom of the canyon. Pete Crookston and I had used the
road several years ago. At that time there was considerable burro use at the spring. The spring
should be visited with ATVs. From there we visited Mockingbird and Maynard Springs. There
was no burro use at Mockingbird Spring but the exclosure gate was open and there was obvious
sign that someone used the old corral for holding domestic horses. The spring source was
completely filled with cattails so we couldn't tell if there was surface water at the source. The
experimental trough that Pete drilled with holes to use as a collection box did not have any water
in it and should probably be removed. There was however, water in an old concrete trough in the
corral so obviously the pipeline is working.

The first burro sign we observed was at Maynard Spring with most use occurring in the wash
directly south of the spring source. Like Mockingbird Spring, Maynard Spring was filled with
cattails. The trough installed under the fence was full of water and was being used by the burros.
The understory at the spring included a thick mat of Bermuda grass which should probably be
treated. We ran a utilization transect down the wash and along the ridge top. The main forage
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species was Ambrosia with occasional use on Lycium. As typical, some plants were used heavily
but overall use was light. We then drove down Catclaw Wash and observed light burro use all the
way to Lake Mead. To my surprise, there was no heavy use along the Lake shore. We left Lake
Mead for Mesquite at 5:00 pm that evening.

On Wednesday, April 4th, we traveled to Devils Cove where burro use in the past was extremely
heavy. There was no sign of burro use at all in the cove or canyon leading to Devils Cove. We
searched for burro use on a small ridge just west of the wash and ½ mile north of the cove. There
was evidence that Ambrosia was used heavily last year but no use (or burro sign) this year. On our
way back to Gold Butte we inspected Connelly, New, and Lower Summit Springs. Water was
available in troughs at both Connelly and New Springs but there was no burro use at either site.
Because of Connelly Spring's low production, burro use of the water could deplete the water
supply at the source. We did find burro use at Lower Summit Spring. Burros used the outflow
from the spring exclosure as considerable water ran from the source. It appeared that there was
only a small group of burros using this site as there was not extensive burro sign or resource
damage. I suspected that there may be a small group of burros that may never go to Lake Mead
but use the waters in the heart of Gold Butte. If so, other spring sources in the higher elevation
area should be used by the burros. We therefore went to Grapevine Spring south of Gold Butte
and Mica Peaks. From Grapevine Spring we visited Falls Springs. There was no burro sign at
either spring. Someone set out a deer feeder and salt block for deer along Falls Spring (T. 19 S.,
R. 70 E., Sec. 29 SESE). There was also nine bags of ready mix cement stacked adjacent to the
water flow and a small trough installed. It appears that someone is intending to build a small dam
to catch and hold water where the flow runs down the bedrock. I submitted a photo report to
NDOW as there may be illegal activity going on. The development of the spring without a BLM
permit is also illegal.

After leaving Falls Spring, we traveled down a valley between Anderson Ridge and Minerals
Butte. We went as far as an old corral just south of Willow Wash (T. 20 S., R. 69 E., Sec. 2 SW).
There was no water at the corral. We then backtracked and drove down Willow Wash towards
Lake Mead. Almost immediately south of the turnoff we witnessed burro tracks. We drove
almost two miles down the wash where the burro tracks continued. We looked for Willow
Spring, which was suppose to be approximately one mile down the wash, but could not find it.
Unfortunately we could not further investigate burro use in this area as we ran out of time.

It appears that a considerable number of burros have recently been removed from the Gold Butte
HMA. The burro use that we did observe did not appear to be significant. However, the Willow
Wash area and southward including Jumbo Basin should be further investigated to determine the
extent of burro use in the area. We also did not have time to inspect that area between Lime
Ridge and Lake Mead. Though burro use is currently light at Lower Summit Spring and Maynard
Spring, it may increase significantly as temperatures rise. The abundance of forage and relatively
cool temperatures this spring provides an opportunity for burros to disperse therefore
concentrated use areas are more unlikely. These areas should be inspected this summer to
determine if burro use significantly changes and if such changes will result in resource damage.



We observed phainopeplas at almost every site (when we looked) where there was heavily
mistletoe infested catclaw or mesquite. We observed at least one pair and a second male at both
Maynard and Connelly Springs indicating the likely presence of two pair.

I have attached photo documentation of vegetation conditions in the Gold Butte area and
provided the same on a CD for your convenience. Ms. ----- took detailed notes that may prove
beneficial if you need additional detail. Please feel free to call me if you have any questions are
want additional information.

Thank you for this opportunity.

2 Enclosures
1. Photos
2. CD



Gold Butte Field Trip
April 3 & 4, 2001

Portion of reservoir at Grapevine Sp. No burro
sign was observed at the spring.

Grapevine Spring Reservoir - water flowed from
base of reservoir at right and produce a small
stream.

Lower Summit Spring near source.
rock wall on right.

Notice old Access to Lower Summit Spring. Water flowed
outside exclosure where there was fresh burro
sign.



Access to Grapevine Sp south of Gold Butte. Maynard Spring - water provided for burros at
fenceline where ---- stands. Burro use is light in the
area. Bermuda grass very thick at source. Needs to
be burned out.

Quail Sp in center of photo. P. Crookston & S.
Slone found fresh lion tracks up canyon in ca 99
Road into canyon impassable.

Aqua Chiquita Spring. Very little burro sign in
area.



Catclaw Wash/Lake Mead. Burro sign started
around Maynard Spring and continued to lake.
There was no heavy burro use anywhere along
this drainage. Heron Island in middle of photo.

Several miles above Devil's Cove. Notice the
annuals already drying up in the wash.

Devil's Cove. Absolutely no burro sign. This
is unlike previous years when there was very
heavy sign at the Cove.

Lake Mead just around the bend (west) of Devil's
Cove. Some Ambrosia had been heavily grazed in
the past year but there were no fresh sign of
burros in the area at all.



Gold Butte (Continued)
April 3 & 4, 2001

A. ----- at Gold Butte / Back Country Byway
intersection. Notice how tall the Amsinckia is. Flowers near Catclaw Wash.

Same location as previous photo.

View west towards Lake Mead looking down

Catclaw Wash.



Unknown flower. Site near Catclaw Wash.

Plant growth ½ mile west of Horse Spring Lupine patch about 4 miles west of Gold Butte.
Fairly common this year in parts of Gold Butte.

Turn off to Devil's Throat. Notice the size of
the Dock(?).



A. ---- in midst of flowers about ½ mile up from
Devil's Cove. Looked for burro sign in this area
- no fresh sign.

Unknown flower. Notice white and pink flowers
on the same plant. Found near Horse Spring.

A. ----- standing next to a thistle plant at
Horse Spring. Notice the plant is taller than
her.



Falls Spring and Probable Deer Baiting Station
T. 19 S., R. 70 E., Sec. 29 SESE

April 4,2001

Falls Spring running down wash - looking east. Notice deer pellet feeder to left and salt block in
background. This is just to the left of the spring
flow and just before the spring runs down the
sliprock.

Water flowing down rock face. Notice cement (9 bags) to the right.



Water runn g down face of rock. Notiec
small troug in the front right of photo.

Styrofoam in canyon.
in
h

This photo looking east from the end of the spring flow. Notice the stack
of styrofoam to be used for construction.


